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Issue 410

Students petitioning

Library hours extension sought
Lacey Burnette
After a few weeks of experience with the new hours we will
be reviewing them. We realize
that we are hitting the evening
college students the hardest.-Library Director Ronald Krash,
September, 1981.
It's the evening college students that are getting ripped
off.--Political Science Academy
President Tony Calandro.
When schoql opened for the
Fall. 1981 semester. the library
began closing its doors earlier.
The trickle down from Governor
Christopher S. Bond's 10 percent statewide budget reductions '

in Jun e resulted in a reduction
in funding for the libraries.
ca using Krash to cut back the
library.hours.
Science
Political
The
Academy. in conjunction with
the Evening College Council. is
petitioning to have the library
('pen until Ilpm. Monday
through Thursday. The library
currently closes at 9:30pm on
those days .
"For a lot of evening college
students this is the only place to
study." Calandro said. "Many
eve~ing stude nt s are married
and have families and just need
someplace quiet to go."
Calandro said that his main

interest in reopening the library
is to provide a' place for students
to study. He said that it is not
necessary fo 'r the library to
provide services after 9:30pm.
just to be open. He added that a
guard at the door and a person
at the circulation desk would
probably be sufficient.
The petitioning groups started
gathe rin g signatures Monday
evening and will continue collecti ng them until early next
week. Calandro said. The organizations are collecting signatures
('Illy dl}ring the evenings because they feel the eV'ening
students have been most affected by the cutbacks.

Tonight they will 'be gathering
signatures in Clark Hall. Lucas
Hall. and the Social Sciences
Building. Next Monday they will
be in Benton Hall. Stadler Hall.
and on the Marillac Campus.
Calandro said that the groups
have submitted petition forms to
evening classes at .the beginning
of the hour. and then picked
them up after class is over. They
have also been canvassing the
ca fet eria and tried to collect
signatures in the library. but
were told to leave.
Calandro said that they have
finished collecting signatures.
they will submit the list to

vice-chancellor for Administrative
Services
Arthur
C.
MacKinney . He said that he
hopes the petitioning will persuade MacKinney to allow the
library enough funds to mairitain
later hours .
The petition states: "We. the
Evening College Students. ask
Dr. Krash. Chancellor Grobman,
and all parties concerned. to
rcconsider the present library
hours so that the hours may be
mnre equitable for 24 percent of
the st ud ent body."
Calandro said that about 800
signatures were gathered last
M()nda~'. The groups have not
<;cl a gnal for total signatures.

Four professors
trade phones

for expenses
Lacey Burnette

WINNING GRIP: The first;place team in the UMSLFEST tug-of-war competition pulling for their side.
Members of the team from left to right are: unknown (sorry but he took off before anyone ,could get his
name), Maureen Imrner, Joan Wildesen, Mark Dey and Tim O'Connell [photo by Wiley Price].

SWAP finds jobs for students
Deborah Suchart
The Student Work Assignment
Program (SWAP) is a job-locator
and placement service for students currently enrolled. or
betwecn sessions. at the Univer~ity of Missouri-St. Louis. The
SWAP program office is in 209
Woods Hall and is open Monday

through Friday from 8am-Spm.
Robert A. Powell. Coordinator of
Student Job Development. heads
the program .
The program is 'set up to place
students in jobs based on either
academ ic major. work experience or area of interest. A
special effort is made to locate
jobs related to students' aca-

'Black Concern'hearings
to be held next week
A Chancellor's committee
on black concerns on campus
will hold open hearings next
Wednesday and Thursday in
room 331 SSB. the McDonnell
Conference Room . The hearings will be conducted on
Wednesday from 9-llam and
Thursday from 2-4pm.
Committee c hairperson
Everett E . Nance said. "The
hearings are being held to
. give faculty. staff. and stu. dents an opportunity to voice
the concerns of black students on campus." At a later
·date the committee will survey all of the students on
campus to assess the conditions of black students on
~ampus. a~cording to Nance.

The students on the committee are Cedric R. Anderson. Cheryl D. Morgan and
Yates W. Sanders.
Tn addition to Nance. who
is director of the Midwest
Community Education Development Center. the other
facufty and staff members on
the committee are: Bai P .
Akridge. an assistant professor in political science; Harry
H. Bash. an assistant professor in sociology; Howard Benoist. director of the Center for
Academic Development;
Brenda M . Shannon . admissions counselor; Marilyn
Sneed. a counselor in Student
Affairs; and Glenn White. an
assistant professor in Behavioral Studies.

demic majors.
Once a job comcs iT). it is
recorded in the files and listed
according to category. Then it is
placed on the bulletin board
outside the Financial Aid office,
209 Woods Hall. After a student
inquires about a position seen on
the bulletin board, the student is
given an application form to
complete. An appointment is
then set. "We prefer to work on
appoi ntments when possible so
we can sit down and decide what
will best suit the student's
needs." Powell said.
Applications are filed according to academic major . then
pulled later when appropriate
jobs come in. It is important.
however. that the students keep
in touch and continue to look on
the bulletin board.
Powell sees the program as a
means of keeping students in
school who might otherwise have
to drop out. "We see this as a
viable program when we consider that grants. 'loans. and
work-study programs are being
cut. The SWAP program is
probably in line with President
Reagan's thinking . I'm not saying that I agree with it. but it is
giving some of the responsibility
back to the ·community from
which the students come. St.
Louis ranks sixth in the nation
as a location for corporate world
headquarters, so 't here is a lot of

.

See I 'SWAP, " page 2

What do David C. Carkeet.
Jane Flinn. Lauren Lepow and
Eugene Murray all have in
common? Perhaps that is an
unfair question. a question to
which the answer may only be
known to an English majQr. All
four are English professors at
UMSL. But there is something
more that these four professors
have in common - they have
voluntarily relinquished their office phones so that they could
have additional money for inst ructiona I purposes.
The professors had their
phones removed in October after
English Department Chairperson
Charles H. Larson distributed a
memo seeking individuals willing to give up their phones in
return for extra money for
instruction. Professors who
agreed to have their phones
taken out would be allotted
about an extra $110 for expenses. The cost of each phone is
$18 per month .
"Our situation is similar to
the situation in the speech

depa.rtment." Larson said. "Our
expenses budget is disasterously
low and the phones are extremely expensive."
Earlier this semester. 12 of
the 17 phones in th e speech
department were r e m oved to
meet the department 's expenses
and equipment budget. In addition to the four professors'
phones in the English department. two phones have been
removed from offices that currently are not occupied.
Telcphone calls to the phoneIc~s professors are now handled
hy the central office in . the
English department. A secretary
takcs a message from the caller
a nd th e n leaves the message for
Ihe professnr. The professor
then ret urns t.he call. using a
central office phone.
"There have been no problems that I know of." Murray
said. " The wa y things are make
it possible for students to contact us." Both Carkeet and
Lepow agreed that they have not
had trouble with the student
communications.
See "Phones," ~ 6
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Board approves BSPA degree

newsbriefs

UMSL will offer a new undergraduate political science degree
beginning with the Winter, 1982
se mester. The Bachelor of
.Scicnce in Public Administration
(BSPA) degr ee program has
recently been approved by the
Missouri Coordinating Board for
Higher Education.
UMSL will be the only university in the St. Louis area to offer
the degree. Maryville College
had offered the degree , but
officials there said the program
has been dropped, according to
a s taff report to the Missouri
Coordinating Board for Higher
Education.
The staff report cited the
many strengths of the UMSL
degree program. but questioned
the availability of positions in
public administration because of
job cutbacks and hiring freezes

Air traffic controller to speak
Denni s Sheehan. an air traffic controller and local spokesperson
for the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO)
will speak tomorrow in room 126 J .C. Penney Building at noon.
Sheehan will discuss the reasons for the air traffic controller
~trike. the current conditions of the air transportation system, and
the prospects for the 12.000 controllers. The talk is being
sponsored by the Political Science Academy.

Trachtenberg to lecture
on American photographer
Yale Univcr~ity Professor Alan Trachtenberg will lecture on
"The Art of Document: Vision and Form in Walker Evans'
American Ph otogra ph s" Nov. 18 at UMSL in the J.e. Penney
t\uditnrium. The lecture. to begin at noon. is part of the
HUl11anities Lecture Series !ii>0nsored by the College of Arts and
"('i"llce,.
Trachtenberg has aut hored eight books on American literature
and cult ure and has been affili ated with the American Studies
Pr"Qral1l at Yale si nce 1970. He has received an American
('1\1;nC'il nf Learned Societies Fellowship. a National Endowment
f"r Ihe Hum anities Fellowship. and he was an exchange lecturer
;, ' I ('ningrad University in 1977.

SWAP--~-------from page 1
money here." Powell said. He
believes the community has
been very receptive to the program.

Smith elected president

Powell says that the average
job pays $3.50 to $3.75 per hour.
Some positions are salaried,
some are salary plus commission
and some are commission only.

Wcnd cll L. Smith. dean of Continuing Education-Extension at
I ' \.1SL has been elected president of the Adult Education
r\ ,,,,ci ation (AEA). He will serve as the head of the
W;hhingtnn-based professional group for 1982.
!\ EA. a national association with 2,800 members, represents
;I nl,\t education at college campuses. libraries, public schools,
pr;vate trade schools. and military bases. Smith was installed at
Ill(' organization's annual meeting , held Oct. 26 through Nov. 1 in
I\r.;lh('im. Calif.
t\~ nea n of Continuing Education-Extension at UMSL, Smith
d i 1'('t't, all noncredit courses, off-campus and on-campus
" ff·'.,\1('d ulc credit courses. and acts as problem-solver for grants
and c<' ntracts. Under his direction. the continuing education
pr·\~~ r a m has grown to encompass 578 noncredit short courses and
~el11ina rs. 93 credit courses. and 27 grants, serving 70,000 clients
annu all\'.
Smith servcd in numerous leadership positions in AEA before
hi, cfect ion as president. including chairperson of the 1980
Nali"nal Adult Education Conference, national secretary, and
111(,I11h('r of the Steering and Executive committees. He has
rl'ceiv('d the AEA National Leadership and Meritorious Service

The jobs are varied . They
include positions for service representa tives, appliance salespeople. secretaries, receptionists. laboratory technicians,
insuranc'e investigators, management trainees. computer programmers and layout artists.
Companies range from small
family stores to large retail
stores and corporations.
Students who have participated in the program are
pleased with it. Janet Zander, a
chemistry major at UMSL,
recently
began
work
at
Monsanto as a lab technician. " I
want to go into research and this
job is on the order of that," she
said. " I lik e the program
because it helps you get a job in
the line of work you are interested in." she added.

;!\\,,\I'd -.

Biology night to be held

Patrick Camp. a business and
accounting major. replied to a
SW AP listing he saw on the
bulletin board. He is now working as an insurance investigator
and underwriter. "The company
asked that I work at least 25 to
30 hours a week to make it
worthwhile to train me, but they
have been very accommodating
as to how I fit those hours in,"
he said. "I think that Mr. Powell
and his office do a fine job.
From my experience with their
office and for the job that I got,
I give them high marks," Camp
said.

Hundreds of St. Louis-area life sciences students and their
teachers will attend the 10th Annual Biology Honor Student Night
at UMSL on Thursday, Nov. 19.
The four-hour program, from 6-10pm, includes biology
workshops to be led by UMSL biology department faculty and
graduate students. Last year, about 60 local teachers and nearly
400 students attended the session; approximately the same
number is expected this year.
After a brief slide show of the campus, Charles R. Granger,
biology department chairperson, will give the orientation. Theresa
Thiel. an assistant professor of biology at UMSL, will give a
lecture entitled "Industrial Microbiology: A Frontier in Science,"
from 6:30-7:30pm.
A multi-media presentation , "True Stories From Dr. Seuss,"
will be given from 7:30-7:45pm. The presentation uses real life
scenes in conjunction with stories by the children's author.
Participants will then be assigned to one of the ten biology
action workshops: exploring human physiology, preparing and
looking at giant salivary chromosomes, insect collecting, behavior
. as an adaptation, developing and testing strategies of energy use,
an introduction to the transmission electron microscope, enzyme
studies from the supermarket, plant behaviors and responses to a
variety of stimuli, ecological and evolutionary questions in field
botany , and com and other endangered species. Participant size
in each of the two-hour workshops varies; those attending are
asked to list tlieir first five choices and preference will be given
to early registrants.
Those who wish to attend may register until Nov. 13. There is
no fee for the program. Additional information about the program
can be ob~~ined by calling 553-6226.

SW AP is also viewed as a
recruitment and retention program. "Students tend to stay in
school if they can identify in
some way with the university,"
Powell said. A student who had
been working at Monsanto did a
good job. so when they were
looking for somebody else, they
called the SWAP office back,"
Powell said. "Students are helping students. They are pushing
the school and this is their
program."
In addition to its regular
placement activities. SWAP runs
a summer employment fair in
April. "We have hosted the fair
for the last two years and have
done relatively well with placing
students as a result," Powell
said. He added that it has been
a one-day fair. but may be
extended to two days in the
future.
SWAP also invites several
companies to do on-campus
interview s for seasonal help
during the holidays. The time
and place of these interviews is
posted on bulletin boards
throughout the campus .
One of the new projects that
has been started is a Students
for Hire listing. which consists
of a capsule resume of each
student. The list is sent to all
the larger companies. and the
SW AP office gets in touch with
students when they receive a
call from the company.
Powell believes that if we
work together as a university we
have a lot to offer. "In spite of
the economy. SWAP is functioning well." he said. "We have
been able to maintain it at about
the same level as before. This
speaks very well of the students
we have at UMSL."

will makc a contribution to this
goa\." Glassberg added .
Three ncw courses have been
added to the political science
curricu lum to fulfill the degree
requirements. The three courses
arc Political Science 244-Public
Budgeting. Political Science 342Public Pcrsonnel Management.
and Political Science 348-Program Evaluation. All three
cour~es will be offered next
~eme~ter. The political science
depart ment suggests that students wishing to obtain a BSPA
nC'Qr('e within a year and
a half schedule all th~ee classes
Ilext semest er because the c1as~e~ will not be offered every
~eme~ter.

Additional information about
the BSPA degree can be obtained by contactin g the political
~c ience department at 553-5521.

Wednesday

last day to
drop classes
Next Wednesday, Nov. 18,
is the last day to drop a
course or withdraw from
school. Students cannot receive an incidental fee refund
for dropping a course after
thi s date. but some of the
parking fee can still be refunded.
Students who withdraw
from classes between now
and the 18th will either
receive an "excused" grade
or a grade of "F". "Excused" grades are given if
the student is passing the
course. After the 18th, an
excused grade will be given
only in an exceptional insta nce and only with the
approva l of the instructor and
dean.
Students who stop attending classes without withdrawing officially from the university are issued an "F" or the
temporary "Y" grade. A
"Y" grade is given when an
instructor has no basis for
eva luatin g a student. A "Y"
grade can be changed to an
"cxcuscd" grade after the
student can demonstrate sufficient reason for not having
completed the requirements
of the course.
If a "Y" grade is not
changed to an "excused"
grade after a two-semester
waiting period. it will be
changed to an "F." Students
can contact thei r deans' office
for additional information about dropping a course.

,FREE Tuition
to UMSL StudentS

~rJ

I'll pay your next SEMESTER'S TUITION
or $500!
All you have to do is introduce me to a qualified
home buyer, who will purchase a home from me
and at .the closing,
I'll·
n
gIve YOU
.
a check for' $500'...

Damron named coordinator
Renee Damron has been named senior education coordinator
for Continuing-Education-Extension at UMSL, including programs
at Lindbergh High School and in the St. Charles area.
Damron has a masters degree in secondary education
administration. with an emphasis in adult and continuing
education. Prior to joining UMSL, Damron was the coordinator of
the Cooperative Education Program at St. Louis Community
!College at Flori'ssant Valley. She also was a special coordinator
-of program development and research related to adult and
L-co_nt_in_u_in_g_ed_u_ca~~~on_a_!_~_on_'~_sa_nt_V_a_lle-y_·...................................4

in government. The report concluded that because of the
unccrtainty of the job market for
this degre e. th e university
should monitor the success of
g raduate s so that prospective
students can be advised on
employmcnt possibilities.
BSPA Program Coordinator
Andrew D. Glassberg. an UMSL
associate professor of political
scicnce. said in a letter to local
public service officials that the
program "has bee n designed in
consultation with personnel officers from the federal. state.
and local levels."
" 'n times of stringent budgets. it becomes increasingly
important to insure that public
~cctor personnel are as skilled as
possible in the efficient performance of their duties. and we
. hope our new BSPA program

1

Flee InfonnatIon
°
and Handouts- ~e availabl
°
e by calling
°
me,
JO ¥ Iner
(314)
631
2391
~I_______________un
_____o_____a_t____~._____-~___•______________- J
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Forensics team attends .tourney
Barb DePalma
The UMSL Forensics team
attended its fourth tournament
thi., semeste r Oct. 24-26 at
Western Kentucky University.
The tournament was held soleI\' for debate teams and UMSL
was represented by two teams
c"ns isting of Vicky Coddington / Bob Franey and Vicki Vasileff/ Greg Button. The team of
Coddington and Franey advanced into the quarter finals.
Franey also placed fifth out of
six in the category of individual

.,peaker.
In a debate. the team either
wins or loses. but each member
receives points as an individual
"peaker.
"Bob (Franey) did really well
co nsid e ring it was his fir st
col legia te state tournament ,"
said Marsha Littell. director of
the Forensics team. "Even
though they did not win an
award. Vicki (Vasileff) and Greg
(Button) won almost one-half of
the rounds they were in."
This year's Forensics team
l"'" ~i<;t<; of: Greg Button. Hari

Dancers to highlight
International Week

HIGH STEPPING: The final event of UMSLFEST ~ the obstacle
course. Contestants were timed on their ability to negotiate unusual
events [photo by Wiley Price].

Next week will be the Third
Annual International Week at
UMSL. Programs have been
scheduled for every day of
the week and include belly
dancing. folk singing. cultural '
displays and hot-coal walking.
The week is being sponsored
by the International Students
and the University Programming Board.
Monday-University Cen' ter. Belly Dancing and Egyptian Cane Dancing, 11 :30amI:JOpm .

cA rainy day

and Cafe Prancais...

Tuesday-University Center. Cassaan Dance Company
and African Dances. 11 :30am1:30pm .
Wednesday-Cultural Displays in J .C. Penney. from
IOam-2pm and Native Dress .
Thursday-University Center. West Indian Extravaganza.11:30am-l:30pm.
Friday-University Center,
French Canadian Folk Singer
and Japanese Musician,
II :30am-l :30pm.

Campbell. Vicky Coddington.
Jeff Forest. Bob Franey. Mary
Hilliard. Rick Jackoway, Mary
Kleiber. John Light. Jacqui
Poor. Patricia Saughn. Paul
Schmidt. Vicki Vasileff and Derrick Williams. Jackoway is the
on ly member who returned from
la.,t year's team.
Th e team also attended a
tournament on Oct. 16-18 at
Millike n University. This tourname nt included individual events
such as impromptu speaking ,
informative speaking. interpretation of prose and poetry. persausive speaking and extemporaneous speaking.
Franey received a sixth place
award in persuasive speaking
and Forest won fourth place in
informative speaking .
The tournament consists of
three preliminary rounds. Each
person completes three times
against approximately five other
people in their category. One
judge e valuates about six
people . The points are then
accumulated and the people who
accumulate the most points in
the individual events are then
placed into the final s. The first.
sccond and third place winners
are then chosen from these six
people. The three winners in the
finals are the winners over all
"ther competitors in the tournament.
The team receives funding for
the tournaments it attends from
a combination of funds allocated
from student activity fees and
from Arts and Scie nces. Approximately nine dollars a da y is
allocated to pay for incidentals
such as transportation and food.
Anything extra is paid for by the
participants.
"It is more important to make
people informed on what forensics is." said Jackoway. "Then
we can work on the club aspect.
It would have bee n hard to e lect
officers this yea r because no one
had eve r attended a tourname nt."
Th e Fore nsics team will attend
a tournament Nov . 20-22 at
Bradley University in Peoria. Ill.
and another on Dec . 4 -6 at
Butler University in Indianapolis. In . They will also be
hosting a high school speech
tnurnament at UMSL in January.

UMSLFEST

winners
announced
Thi<; \Tar·., winners in the
tT MSLFEST . which co nclud ed
last wce k a rc:
Pi Sigma Epsilon Creeper
Racc- Dcrrick Coley:
Simon Scz-John Wood:
Musical Chairs-Bruce Deady:
Fri~hee·Mark Braun:
Tahlcgamers-Rick Jackoway
(chcs,,). Ca.,.,andra Stevens
(Ma<,tcrmind). Terry Wilson (jig
sa\\'). Jerrold Rabushka (Scrabhie), Onn Ci.,sar (backgammon).
;1nd Cath~' Snodde (<;pades):
Treasure HUnt -Ann Lamprccht:
(long Show-Miss Beverly Ann
Stcwart Group:
Rela v Fun-Pat Cody . Bently
Rit chic and Frank Oavck:
Tug -o -War-Mark Dey. Tim
O'('''nnel1. Maureen Immer and
.T"an Wildesen .

BR~)JrnALE

I

Shampoo &
Stylecut

~

$7

SHARE A CREAMY-LIGHT CUP OF CAFE FRANCAIS.
Available at:

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

for Men &
Women

7711 'Clayton Rei
727-8143

lilt.,..

Get
you DDt
. . . . 1IIt....,,~· 1
I
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editorials
Asnowjob

Letters to the Editor are
encouraged from students, facal.ty and staff, and the UMSL
, community. All letters must be
I signed. Names wm be. withheld
upon request. Letters must be
~Ived by 4pm Mondays, prior
to pubUcation.
Letters should be sent to:
Letter to the EdItor, 1 Blue
Metal BoUdlng, or dropped off
at the Informadon Desk In the
Unlveralty Center.

Repaving of lots needed
Well . here it is-a new
year and the same old story.
Winter's bad weather is just
around the corner and the
surface parking lots have yet
to be repaved. The Marillac
parking lots are still gravel
surfaces and the open parking lot on the main campus is
patchy. at best.
But yet we have a ma~er
plan . that tells us how ·· to
straighten out our roadways,
pave our parking lots and
where to put them. How
could we fail? Everything is
listed for us in black and
white.
The university has spent a
lot of mo~ey on this master
plan. but an we have to show
for the trouble are new concrete panels on our parking
garages. the University of
Missouri Board of Curators'
approval to build a walkway
from garage #2 to the J.C.
Penney Building and a new
house.

UM~L apparently did not
heed the advice of the woony
worm lady. otherwise .it
would have prepared better
for the heavy snowfan that
has been predicted for this
year. Of course UMSL does
own nice expensive snow
plows. but it will be. a • little
different to plow the snow
from gravel surfaces. If the
snow crews aren't careful.
they could plow up the entire
parking lot. But then maybe
that would force the university to actuany do something.

However. even without the
bother of snow. the gravel
surfaces (compiete with
chuckholes) are a pain to
drive across. Being a pedestrian along these so-caned
parking lots isn't the greatest
either. especiany when a car
drives by leaving a· trail of
dust behind.
,
The administration is lucky.
They have nice paved lots in

front of Woods Han and in
front of Marillac. In fact. on
the Marillac campus the only
paved lots are those which
include faculty. staff parking.
How convenient.
It is quite visible that the
lots desperately need repaving. Surely the master plan
doesn't can for a new building. roadway or garage on
every open lot. So why keep
putting it off?
.
In the summer when the
sun is out and the temperatures soar past the 90 degree
mark. it is difficult to think
about cold temperatures and
snow. but someone should
have planned ahead. If the
woony worm lady's predictions are- true, a lot of UMSL
students may be shoveling
their own parkin8. spots.
Or. we can always choose
the easiest . snow removal
technique of a))-wait 'til
April.

letters
Perry responds to letter
concerning parking fees
rEdltor's note: This letter was
forwarded to the Current for
publication after being sent to
Ms. T. Bruce, Oct. 30.]
Dear Ms. Bruce:
This is in response to your letter
of October 28 regarding parking
fees . I want to point out several
things.
1.· Persons attending short courses and conferences in the J.
C. Penney Building pay parking fees of $.50 per day for
the number of days the course
extends.
2. Funds 'collected from parking
fees are used for operation of
the parking lots. including the

payment of several police offi·
cers. and to maintain the
parking structures and lots. A
contract has been issued to
build a walkway from the top
of parking structure #2 to the
University Center/J.C. Penney Building as well as other
improvements to the parking
structure.
3. You are e.ligible to receive a
prorated refund on your parking permit by turning it in to
the UMSL Police office and
applying for a partial refund.
Sincerely.
John Perry
Vice Chancellor
Administrative Services

Business not as usual in air
Dcar Editor:
"I'll be home for Christmas"
will not be quite the same this
veal' unless the PATCO strike is
quickly ended! Anyone who beIievcs that the striking air traffic
controllers are not missed should
pa~' a visit to Lambert-SI. Louis
International Airport as I recentIv did. They will discover that
t"herc it is n;)t business as usual.
Those who fly will also find
things do not go as smoothly as

heforc· the strike. such as making connecting flights. their baggage arriving at the same time
the~' do. etc.
Speaking of Christmas. how
ahout President Ronald Reagan
and P ATCO president Robert E.
P"1i considering those words of
The lord's Prayer which tell us
.. And forgivc us our debts. as
we forgive our debtors ...
Elmer N. Stuetzer

'Wednesday Noon Live'
round · 5 or final round?
Dear Editor:
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The "controversy" over Wednesday Noon Live began in the
,Oct. 1st edition of the Current
when Patricia Harkins wrote that
"as a commuter campus, UMSL
does not need or want entertainment." I pointed out in the
I Oct. 8th issue of the Current
that this statement, in addition
to being untrue, was disrespectful to working commuters who
desire and enjoy entertainment
as much as anyone. I also
mentioned that contrary to Harkin's opinion, Ron Edwards does
an extraordinary job of providing
this campus with a quality music
program.
In the Oct. 15th issue, Ms.
Harkins termed my letter a
"scathing personal attack." The
portion of my letter that could
be seen as "personal" was in
fact offered in response to Ms.
Harkins' remark that Ron Edwards was "tooting his own
hom." Nevertheless, because of

my letter, Ms. Harkins acknowledged the quality of Wednesday Noon Live and modified her
position to "entertainment on
campus should be a low priority," all the while maintaining
that I "did nothing to diminish
the validity" of her argument.
A letter signed by 46 students
in the Oct. 22nd issue of the
,Current underscored in no uncertain terms that, in receiving
only 4% of the total Student
Activities budget, entertain is,
indeed, considered a low priority, especially in relation to the
demand for such fare . This letter
and the very fact that Wednesday Noon Live Is funded (underfunded in light of demand) is
further proof against the notion
that UMSL does not need or
want entertainment. The percentage of the student populace
which actually watches WNL
remains a .moot point until

See "letters," page 5
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survey techniques on either side
of the question have improved.
Judging from the rest of the
evidence, however, I would hazard to say tha~ petcentage is
s ignificant enough to warrant
further funding of the program.
Finally, in the last issue of the
. Current, Monica Lamb throws
. up her hands at the rhetoric of
this entire exchange. While I

agree that the multi-authored
letter of Oct. 22nd was a bit
vitronic, the signing students
had their hearts in the right
place. If Ms. Harkins still believes that UMSL does not need
or want entertainment, then tfie
"controversy" is in her own
.mind. WNL is not. forced upon
students. It is offered in response to a demand and received eagerly. If, however, Ms.

Harkins continues with her more
moderate point of view that entertainment should be a low
priority, then there was no need
to start this mess in the first
place: the signing students have
pointed out. that this is indeed
the case.
All this considered, Ms. Lamb
should blame the excessive rhetoric on the Current for extending the debate beyond printing

the first two letters. Had Ms.
Harkins not continued to insist
on a non-existent point, the
students of the Oct. i2nd letter
would not have felt compelled to
respond as emphatically as they
did. Ms. Harkins' original points
were overstated to the point
where she was dead wrong. I '
corrected her. It should have '
ended there.
Sincerely,
Kenn Thomas

Response to Nov. 5 letter on photographer and paper's lack of coverage
Dear Editor:
Th is is in response to a letter
frnm Michael Trent Johnson.
I believe that Mr. Johnson
shnuld learn the meaning of the
wnrd research. He obviously
didn 't ~hen he wrote his letter
last week.
If he would have looked into
this matter, he would have
fnun.d out that:
1. Ms. Sharon Kubatzky is a
very good photographer.
However, even the best pho·
tographer can make a mistake. 1 would like to see Mr.
Johnson do as good a job as

Sharon.
2. Not all stories can be covered
in a 16-page paper. Many of
the Current's rep orters are
writi ng two, three, or more
stori es an issue . A lot of them
have other jobs besides.
Sometimes they just can't cover every story. If they started taking requests, somebody
would complain about
not
covering the Frog-Jumping
contest held by the 1 Eta Pi
fraternity.
3. He obviously is using the incident just to have a pity fit because he thinks he is being

di scriminated against.
1 don't know how many minority writers there are on the
Current staff, but 1 can tell you

'issue,' why doesn't he join the
Current staff?

this , they (the editors) aren't
refusing applications from anyone. If Mr. Johnson wishes to
try and do something about this

Name withheld upon request

Photographer states case in her defense
Dear Editor:
This is in response to the Nov.
5 letter from Michael Trent
Johnson, Associated Black Collegian.
First of all. Mr. Johnson, let's
get some facts straight. The
phrasing of your letter suggests
that 1 said "Tests have proven '

the Negroid race is not photogen ic." 1 have never made such
a statement. You really should
ack nowledge your source.
1 did not take the photo of Tim
Murphy. That photo was taken
by Bill Lyons and should have
been credited to him .
You seem to know something

about photography. If you do,
you'll know that nothing in
photography is faultless. In this
case, mistakes occurred in all
three phases: shooting, developing and printing. Dr. King was
standing in front of a black
curta in. The lighting in the room
was poor and without a flash
(which I did not have) the
situation was difficult at best. I
felt 1 did the best I could with
what I had to work with. The
result was a bad picture. If 1
cou ld have, 1 would have reshot
the assignment. However, that
was impossible.
Whether or not a story ran
was not up to me . 1 shot the
ay;ignment 1 was given.
You seem to be bitter about
the fa ct 1 placed 3rd in the
UMSL Photo Contest. I'm sorry
that bothers you but there was~
definit ely nothing "racist" about
my winning photo .
Sharon Kubatzky
Assistant Photo Director
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TKEs roll keg
for charity
You've probably heard of all
those crazy things people do to
generate money-roek-a-thons,
swim-a-t hon s. paint-a-th ons . But
the TKEs recently went one step
further and held their own Keg
Roll". a kind of roll-a-thon,
The fraternity brothers rolled
a keg from Kiener Plaza. downtown. to the UMSL campus . The
roll took about two hours to
complete ,
The members of Tau Kappa
Epsilon collected pledges for the
number of miles they rolled the
keg; contributors pledged a certain amount of money per mile,
The total amo un t has not yet
been tallied. according to Chuck
Manganel1i, organizer of the
Ke g Roll.
All proceeds will go to Sf.
.Tude's Children Research Hospital. located in Memphis, '
Tennessee.

Photos by John Kropf.

$189.9 million
recommended
for UM system
The Mi %ouri Coordinating
Board fnr Higher Education has
recommended a gcneral operatinns appropriation of $189.8
l11i11j,'n in 1982-83 for the University of Mi ssouri. The amount
is $9.7 million dollars less than
the university is seeki ng . Generall\'. the Governor's request to
the General Assembly has coincided with the Board's reeommcndation.
The university has requested
all
appropriation of $199.5
'nillion. an increase of $29 .3
million over this year' s alloca:i.'ll. However. th is year's fundinL~ totaled only $ 153 million
hecause of 10 percent statewide
hlldget cuts enacted by Governor
Christopher S. Bond in June .
The eut~ were made to balance
the .:;tate budget. according to
Bond.
Mnl'C than two-thirds of the
requested increase is for inflation adju<;tment. Of the $29
million . 'b20 million is earmarked
f(lr inn;.!jon adjustment, $3 million for compensation improvements. and $6 million for progra. requirements.
Bond will make his recommendation to' the General
A<;<;embly after it convenes in
January.

Phones---from page 1
Murray will be using the extra
money to defray some of the
expenses for attending a professional convention. "I felt the
money could be used in a better
way." he said .
. Both Carkeet and Lepow witI
use the money to pay for extra
copying they will be doing. Both
teach writing courses and make
copies of students' papers for
workshopping in class . "There
had been some discussion about
cutting back on workshopping,
to work some way other than
workshopping, " Lepow said. She
said that she will continue to
workshop students ' papers and
use the additional money to pay
for copying.
Flinn said that she has not
had any complaints from students about her not having a
phone , but her husband has
complained. Flinn said that she
gives her home phone number to
all her students. Flinn will use
the additional money to help pay
, for a trip to the National Council
of Teachers of English, in Boston.
"I feel that that is more
important than having a phone,"
Flinn said.

WHAT TIME IS IT?
its -I ertime

atUMSL

.ro win Prizes each week, wear your

Miller Button & correctly answer the
question -

"What Time Is,lt?"
You Can ,Win: Golf Shirts
Jackets
Warm ,Ups
Sweaters
& Much More!
or Further Information, .Listen to KSHE
95 or Contact
Your Campus Rep., or Miller Girls.
-

Sponsored by Miller Brewing Co., Best Beers, KSHE 95 Radio

IF YOU SEE NEWS HAPPENING
call 553-5:174
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Freshman awarded army ROTC scholarship
Student on the road to
anticipated military career
Terri Ederer
Too good to be true-that
pretty wcll dcscribes a full
three-year scholarship. with
bonks. papcr. pencils and a $100
per mont h! That is exactly what
Robert Graham just received
from Army ROTC.
Graham. an UMSL freshman.
was selected on the basis of his
scholastic achicvement. extracurricular activities and. finally.
an interview by a board composed of a cadet military officer
and ROTC faculty members. In
order to receive the scholarship
fnr the full three years. he must
maintain a satisfactory academic
standing. take one hour of ROTC
in his freshman and sophomore
years. and three hours in each of
the other two years. He must
agree to serve four years in the
army after graduation.
Graham is not the first in his
family to be involved in the
ROTC scholarship program. Two
of his older brothers are currently serving as officers in the
army as a result of the program.

What next? "Well. I plan to
graduate with a major in admini"tration of justice." Graham
said "and then go on to Airborne and Ranger school after
that. I plan to make a career out
of the Army."
Graham is the sixth UMSL
student to receive the ROTC
scholarship. He graduated from
Ha7elw()od West with no ROTC
credits.
"It isn'l necessary." said Director of ROTC. Maior Robert
Christiansen. "You can come in
with no military experience at

all. What is important is the
ability and the desire."
Graham seems to have plenty
of bolh.
Upon graduation. he has two
possibilities. He can begin his
army career as a 2nd lieutenant.
or conlinue his studies. if he is
eligible. with a fellowship to the
school of hi s choice.

WELCOME ABOARD: Major Robert Christiansen, right, hands Robert Graham a full thr~year
scholarship, complete with books, school supplies and $100 per month, from Army ROTC [photo by
Sharon Kubatzky].

What advice does he have for
fu tu re scho lar ship hopefuls?
"Y 00 have to work for it." he
said. "Take part. lead when you
are called upon to lead . and

follow when you have to follow.
Just never stop trying 'til you
reach you r goal."
Scholarships will be offered
again in JlInuary. All students

are eligible to apply for one to
four year scholarships. Applying
for a scholarship does not incur
any obligations on the student
according to Christiansen.

Applications are available in
fhe Army ROTC office. 355
Education Office Building. For
more inform ation call Christiansen af 553-5172.

Students sing in harmony under
direction of Vantine and Hylton
Shawn Foppe

You are walking down the
second floor hall of the Music
Building and hear strains of
people singing "Hodie Cristus
Natus Est." It is the UMSL
Chamber Ensemble and the
words are Latin for "Christ is
Born Today." The UMSL Chamber Ensemble is under the
direction of John Hylton and
Bruce Vantine, music instructors
for UMSL.
Hylton teaches sight singing,
a conducting lab, and student
teachers. He conducts the University Chorus in addition to ,
co-conducting the Ensemble.
This is Hylton's second year at
UMSL. He holds a B.S. in Music
Education from Gettysburg College, and a M.S. and D.Ed.
from Penn State University.

DO, RE, MI: Bruce Vantine conducts the UMSL Chamber Ensemble
in rehearsal. Vantine is co-conductor for the ensemble along with
John Hylton [photy by John Kropf].

His chorus consists of 80
singers , a tremendous increase

from last year's enrollment of
35. University Chorus is a noncredit course and most of the
members are from the community although approximately
15 are from UMSL's campus.
.
Besides his interests in music,
Hylton enjoys jogging and is
interested in Civil War history.
He was once employed by the
National Park Service in Gettys- '
burg.
This also is Vantine's s~cond
year at UMSL. He teaches music
composition, orchestration, advanced choral conducting, applied voice and conducts the
University Singers in addition to
co-conducting the Chamber Ensemble with Hylton. Vantine
holds a B.S . in music from
Concordia College, a masters in
Music from Michigan State University, and is near completion
on his doctoral degree from the
University of Illinois.
He conducts the University
a select group . of 40, all .

. Sing~rs,

Kammergild Chamber Orchestra to play in Penney
The Kammergild Chamber
Orchestra will present its
second concert of the 1981-82
season on Sunday, Nov . 15,
at 8pm in the J .e. Penney
Auditorium.
The Kammergild is the
UMSL orchestra-in-residence.
Lazar Gosman is the music
director.
. The program, conducted as
usual from the first chair by
Gosman. will include a 20th
century chamber orchestra
work. Concerto de Camera for

Flute . English Horn and
Strings by Arthur Honegger,
and an exuberant piece from
the classical period by Rossini. Sonata for Strings. A
symphony for string orchestra
written by Felxi Mendelssohn .
when he was in his teens will
complete the concert.
Guest soloists for the Honegger piece will be Jan
Smith. flute, and Marc Gordon. English horn. Jan Smith
is a graduate for the Eastman
School 9f Music where she

received her Performers Certificate while studying with
Joseph Mariano. A former
member of the Quebec Symphony and the Boston Pops
Orchestra. Smith joined the
SI. Louis Symphony in 1968
as assistant principal flute.
She also has performed as a
soloist with the symphony.
Marc Gordon has played
English horn with the St.
Louis Symphony for the past
ten years. Previously, he performed with the Milwaukee

Symphony Orchestra and the
Lyric Opera Orchestra in Chicago. Gordon has appeared
with the St. Louis Symphony .
as a soloist, and with the
Rarely Performed Music Ensemble and the St. Louis '
Symphony Chamber Music
Series.
I
Single ticketl ate $8. For
ticket informa,ion and reservations call 553-5991 or contact the Kammergild Chamber Orchestra in 318 Music
Building.

of whom had to audition to be ·
chosen. The Singers will be
going on tour in April for four
days in Missouri. Arkansas and ·
Tennessee. They will be performing at universities. schools
and churches. They also will
record with a top record company in Tennesee.
In addition to his work, Vantine finds time to play golf.
racquetball, and write songstwo of which will be performed
by the University Singers and
the UMSL Chamber Ensemble.
The Singers will perform "Dusty
Feet," a secular song from
Robert Lou is Stevenson's ., A
Child's Garden of Verses." The
Ensemble will perform "Bro-.
thers in Eternal Cold. " a song
taken from themes in the Bible.
Time Magazine, and writings by
Archibald MacLeish.
According to Vantine, "The
piece dramatically expresses the
need for mankind to abandon its
present course toward nuclear
destruction and to work toward
reconciliation and peace among
its peoples."
These two groups have been
asked to perform on Nov. 25 for
the "Arts and Older Adults"
during a special breakfast downtown.
All three groups will perform
on Dec. 6 at the Florissant
Valley Christian Church and on
Dec. 8 in the J.C. Penney
Auditorium. They will present a
seasonal program of various
Christmas... _car~ls .and other"songs. The highlight of the
University Chorus' presentation
will be Vivadli's "Gloria." The
highlight of the University Singers and the UMSL Chamber
Ensemble will be the premiere'
of Vantjne's work.
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Dean of Student Affairs settles in new role
Laura Dyer
Just a few weeks ago,' St.
Louis became the new home of
Lowe S. (Sandy) MacLean as
UMSL got a new dean of
Student Affairs. MacLean arrived at UMSL Oct. 19.
"I am very , very impressed

with UMSL," MacLean said. "It
has a strong academic program,
strong faculty , excellent leadership and a variety of student
organizations functioning very
well." His main interest is in
student leadership and developing student training programs.
MacLean said he has three
basic goals. The first is to

"provide leaders for St. Louis,
the state, and the nation - in
that order." He said he wants to
see programs developed that
prepare students for their own
organizations and government.
He also wants to "help students
find satisfactory employment
related to their educational
objectives." Enriching students'

NEW IN TOWN: Lowe S. (Sandy) MacLean gets familiar with his new role as dean of Student Affairs
[photo by Wiley Price].

academic. social and cultural
lives and promoting and increasing their development outside of
the classroom are two more of
MacLean's goals.
Working on a commuter campus is not a new experience for
MacLean . At Eastern Michigan
University , where he was dean
of Students and associate vicepresident for Student Affairs, he
dealt with about 19,000 students. 4,000 of whom lived on
campus. Maclean said he does
not see the commuter student as
a major problem but realizes
that students sometimes view it
as more of a problem than it
really is. He said commuter
<;tudents simpl y have different
needs. Ma clean is quick to point
out that commuter students are
not a phenomenon and notes
that there are, in fact, more
coml11uler students overall than
residenlial students.
"II is closer to life. Life is not
living in a dorm or fraternity or
<;orority house. Commuting studcnls are a parallel to life,"
MacLean commented. He aid it
di~turbs him that commuter students sometimes see themselves
as sec themselves as second
class and apologize for their
~tatus when no apology is neces~ary. He added that commuter
campuses will continue to grow
in Ihe future.
Although he's only been on
Ihe job a few weeks, MacLean
has already become an interested. participating member of
UMSL's campus and said he

enjoys it. "I like the people, the
in~titution. and the programs,
and I'm proud and pleased to be
here."
MacLean considered coming
to UMSL because he wanted a
chief Student Affairs position
where he would be the one in
charge. He also said he was
already familiar with the Univer<;ity of Missouri system, (having
laught at UMC), and with the
citv of St. Louis. MacLean also
preferrcd to work at a state
in<;litution in a large city.
hecause hc tends to favor metropolitan areas. The position of
dean of Student Affairs at UMSL
allowed him to satisfy all three
ohjectives.
The dean of Student Affairs
,'versees a large number of
departments on campus . He is
al<;o an ex-officio member on the
Siudeni Activities Budget Committee.
MacLean's attended three univcr~itie<; during his college
\'car~. He earned his B.A. in
<;ociology
from
Northern
Michigan University in 1956. In
1960. he received an M.S. from
Michigan Slate University with a
majnr in guidance and counseling. He obtained his Ed.D. in
lQli7 from Indiana University
where he majored in higher
educalion with minors in educaIi,'na I research and psychology.
MacLean is married and has two
~"n~. His wife is a teacher. His
f:1l11ilv i<; <;til1 in Ypsilanti, but
plrln tn join him in SI. Louis
afler Ihc first semester.

Lazar Gosman night scheduled
Lpca l mu sic lovers will have a
chance 10 share in the remini~cence~ of a renowncd violinist's
life in the Soviet Union when
UMSl pre sen ts "An Evening
wilh la7ar Gnsman" on Nov. 23.
G,' man. artist-in-residence at
UMSL. was assistanl concertmaster of the Leningrad Philharnl<lnic before he left Russia with
hi<; family in 1977. His pn)gram
will begin at 8pm in 205 Music
Building. Admission is free.
Th e "Evening" will include
~ome recorded musical excerpts
and video tape passages as well
a~ Gosman's renections. Gosl11all was born and reared in

Russia and played with the
Leningrad Philharmonic for 27
years.
Never content with merely
wprking in a symphony orchesIra . GO.'iman founded the Leningrad Chamber Orchestra in
1962. After his emigration, he
<;Iarted the Soviet Emigre Orchestra in 1978 with the help of
flutist David Barg. The orchestra
is making an east coast tour.
Gosman's reflections upon
l11usical life in Russia will include comments about his
friends. the late composer DmiIri Shostakovich, violinist David
Oistrakh. cellist-conductor Mstis-

reproductiv~l

lav Rostropovich (now director of
the National symphony Orchestra in Washington. D.C.), and
the late British composer Benjamin Britten, among others.
This is the second year Gosl11an has held an evening of
musical remembrances. He welcpmes informal conversation
with the audience following his
presen t a tion.
In addition to his duties at
UMSL-which include being
musical director of the Kammergild. UMSL's orchestra-in-residence-Gosman is associate concertmaster of the SI. Louis
S~/ mphony Orchestra.
-

health services
A LICENSED NON-PROFIT MEDICAL AND
COUNSELING CENTER

• Pregllancy Counseling • Abortion Services

• Pngllincy Tilting • Birth Contro.ln'onnatien
• Educatiolll' Services
100 North Euclid

(314) 367-0300

St. Louis, Missouri 63108
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There's no business like snow business!
Get it together with people you like at
Crested Butte on Breckenridge, Color-

ado. Contact the Office of Siudent Life,
262 University Center, (553-5536) before '
December 1.
Need papers or resumes typed? For as
little as 7&. per double spaced page,
we witt type your papers. Contact Terri
Schmitt in 267 University Center or call
553-5291 for more information.
For sale or lease. House close to UMSL,
7816 Rosedale, fireplace, garage, fenced
yard, lots of cabinets, select floor
covering in your color. 837-5725 evenings.
To a Sig Pi Guy: Thanks for making
these past weekends great, especiatty
the Wild West Party and Halloween.
You're reatty somethin' special.
From Punk Rockette
For Sale: 2 white-walled studded snow
tires. f!r7f!r14's. Very good condition.
Catt Kay: 961-3918.
Three plus one bedroom home for sale
or lease, Ferguson area, air-ronditioned,
double garage, newly carpeted, recreation room, other extras. Ready to move
in. Catt evenings, 837-5725.
1977 Toyota wagon, 4 cyJ., Auto, Air,
AM/FM, exc. condition. $3CXX). Call
991-5279 after 5:30pm.

Roomate Needed: Male or female, to
share large three-bedroom apartment
with two other students. Near UMSL.
Rent $130 plus Vl utilities. Catt for more
information at 721-1242.
Ski the SlOpes in style. See the Ski
Fashion show, Tuesday, November 17
from 10:3Oam to 11:3Oam in the University Center Patio.
ATTEN. BUSINESS STUDENTS: Start
your track record in Sales and Marketing NOW and earn some dottars in
addition. Catt 831-1961 (5 to 9pm).
Dougie:
Have a Happy 41st Birthday!
Love and Kisses
Stinky 000 xxx
FOR SALE: 1974 Plymouth Gold Duster,
318, air conditioning, power steering
and brakes. New tires. Excettent body.
Runs wei I. See to appreciate. 946-1821 .
WANTED: Handyman for outside work
(painting, caUlking, etc.) Need to have
some tools. Good pay, experience required. Close to UMSL. Call Shu-Han,
388-7549.
Wanted: Part time secretary. Typing
and Filing required. Industrial Spring
Corp. five miles west of 270 on New
Gravois. Catt Mr. Doyle for appointment
at 677-722:1 . Starting pay is $4.00 an
hour.

- - - - - - - - --
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Dear Laying it on the Line: I am the fox
your dreams are made of. I am modest,
kind, trustworthy, sexual (I've been
kissed before. but nothing serious), and
I have a great body-23-27-47 and 6'3".
I weigh slighly more than other foxes of
my caliber (196), but remember I do
kiss on the first date. However, I too am
looking for a good, honest, down-toearth relationship. My hobbies are mudwrestling, tying my shoes in the
morning, taking a good crap, and
calculus. My favorite color is black,
however, my hair is burgundy red. If
you like my qualifications, then meet
me in the library on 11-20-81 at 9:00am
in the men's john, 1st floor, 3rd statl .
Your dreamboat
Dear Layin' it on the Line: Are you for
real? You sound too good to be true.
Our personalities and interest sound
very much alike (although I've never
been caving and am not convinced that
motorcycles are entirely safe). I am 21
years old and have brown hair and
green eyes; my face and figure are
quite acceptable, although I don't ctaim
to be a perfect "10." Tell me more!
Possible Fantasy Girl
Dear Layin' It on the Line,
If you're still looking for your fantasy
girl, STOP, here I am.
I am only seven days younger than
you . I am a free-spirited, funloving female ready to play the same
games you are.
Respond in the next CURRENT.
Your Aries Partner

-----

Drivers are desperately needed for the
" Meals on Wheels" program that
operates in the area around UMSL. The
need for week-end drivers is especially
critical.
.
If you could give up one lunch time a

month please catt Sharon at the Normandy Municipal Council 381-0066.
For sale: 71 -13 Vega parts, 7f!r77 Buick
Regal parts. 3GR-7f!r15's and 2A-7f!r13's
wi ratty wheels, Catt 432-7421 after 6pm.
Dave.
I see they photographed your best
side on page one last week. Who's that
fish you're sitting on? You WILL get
over it.!
I'm just so good.
Dear Very Appealing Male: Guess
What? My parents are going out of
town. I'tt get a hold of you! Vulnerable
For A Great Smile and Soft Eyes
Wanted: Part-time help, temporary. Catt
on businesses in north county. 837-5725
after 5pm.
For sale or lease - two bedroom house,
near UMSL, Berkeley, Inkel drive.
Carpeted, garage, nice yard, "stone"
trim. $23,900 or $285 per month. Catt
837-5725 evenings.
Staff,
I miss you too!

.. - - - - - - - - - - -

The Dumb Blonde

Bubbles-You'll always be my favorite
"drip pan engineer." Stay the way you
are and you'll always be getting
LUCKY.
CATCH OUR STUFF!!! Attend an
UMSL Rivermen Basketball Game. You
may just have a great time. Opening
night is Saturday. Nov. 21 against
Tarkio College. UMSL students admitted free!!!
Volunteers needed to run video equipment in student lounge on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons and I or to service
on UPB Video Subcommittee. Contact
office of Student Life, 262 U. Center,
553-5536.
JERRY ROBNAK's Auto Body, au/orner
bile and repairing. Specializing in rust
and dents. 15 years experience, expert
work, reasonable. Bring in your insurance repair estimate. We pay your $50
or $100 deductible. 8974 St. Charles
Rock Road, 5~7999, 8 to 5:30 filion.
thru Fri., 9-12 on Saturday.

Reward: For lost calculdtor. Texas
Instruments 59 lost either in the SSB
building or the Cafeteria on Thursday,
Nov. 6. Please call Dave at 997-7833 or
return to Information desk in the
University Center.
B.B:
How about a nice quiet evening In
front of the fireplace?
Goldilocks

------------

-
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Health center offers
services to students
expo~ed

Shawn Foppe

The purpose of the student
health service. according to
Phyllis Lee. an RN and coordinator of the service. "is to
promote
positive
physical
health." It is a free service to
UMSL students.
The center is located in room
127 in Woods Hall and is open
from 8:00am-9:30pm. Monday
through Thursday. and 8am-5pm
nn Friday. The service is one of
the few offices on campus that
remains open through lunch to
facilitate the needs of those who
must use their lunch time to
visit the office .

GOOFING OFF: Students playa game of surgical-glove volleyball while waiting for "Wednesday Noon
Live" to begin. The concert, held inside the University Center Lounge, featured Lee Roy Pierson [photo
by Wiley Price].

Planned Parenthood
of 5t. Louis
For contraceptive counseling and
services . .. pregnancy tests . . . VD tests.

Clinic Locations:

4409 West Pine .................. 533·7460
3115 South Grand ................ 865·1850
493 Rue 51. Francois...... ....... 921·4445
Have:questions? Call

647·2188

for birth control information

In Se ptember. the center saw
175 students and 35 faculty and
staff members. including worktudy students. The center administered 22 allergy shots to
students in September. In October it treated many students
with virus-related illnesses and
some who had possibly been

Baxter on stage Nov.21
Renowned
Academy-award
winning actress Anne Baxter will
give a one-person show. "Fairy
Tales Are Not Just For Childrcn." at UMSL. Nov. 21.
The veteran actress will review her life and work during
the performance. with starts at
R: 1Spm in the J .C. Penney Auditnrium. Baxter wrote the diaIngue for this show. As she

reminisces about her career.
excerpts from her film will be
een in the background.
The performance will conclude
with a question and answer
se.ssion with the audience.
Admission for the general
public is $6; for UMSL students.
$:1; and $4.50 for UMSL faculty
and staff. For ticket information.
call 553-5536.

:**************************************;

:

"Chopin
Lives! "

i

••t

It's a Party

Wed

7pm·?

• 40 • Beer
: 40' Schnapps

~1k~aM
~ofoneoflk

uunIJ~~
~

CALICO'S

Thur

:

.f
•t•

40' Beer
•
$2 Pitcher

t

i 75' Combination Tequilla:
•.
Specials:
•
:Oaily
Specials Live Music:•
• 2 miles west of UMSL ~... •t
:

The center offers vision and
hearing tests. It also tests students for mono. YD. pregnancy
and hernias. It administers pap
tests. tetanus boosters and removes sutures. Health service
personnel also counsel students
ahou t contraception and abortinn. and refers them to the
proper physicians. clinics. or
health agencies if necessary.
The center is staffed by a
consulting doctor. an LPN. and
two RNs.
Among the many things the
center does is promote positive
health and preventive medicine.
The center sponsored a hyperten~ion screening earlier this
veal' . As a result of the screening. students who show signs of
high blood pressure are working
with Lee. watching their diets
and having weekly blood pressure check-ups .
In addition to the hypertension
screenings. the center hol.d s
health fairs in the spring in
Mark Twain. The fair offers
l11an~' varied testings for the
students.
The center also offers special
services to many classes. At the
heginning of each semester. Lee
gives TB skin tests to education
~tudents working in the child
development center and she
administers tetanus boosters to
archeology students before they
gn on field trips.
The center is alerted to all
emergency cases on campus. If
there is an accident. someone
from t he service is available to
assist. If necessary. they can
also arrange emergency transportation to a nearby hospital.
'Student health insurance is
handled through their office also
Students can have their claims
filled out there. In addition.
policy holders. or any student.
can take a physical in their
office.
The office also handles all
handicapped parking requests.
So t he next time you have an
ache or pain. stop by the student
health service before you pay to
sec the doctor.

Ars Nova Trio
:.****~*!\'fl\~t}*~~\~~~I.\~.'*~~.* •• : : toTheperform
Ars Nova Trio will
present a concert of music
ranging from Aaron Copland
to Scott Joplin on Nov. 16 at
UMSL. The concert will begin
at 8pm in the Education
Auditorium on the Marillac
campus. and is open to the
public without charge.

...

The Ars Nova Trio, whose
members are Warren Bellis,
assistant professor of music
at UMSL. on saxophone, Robert Souza, of CAS A and St.
Louis University. on trumpet,
and Susan Wells-Souza, of
CASA. on piano, was formed
in the Fall of 1979. They have
previously performed at the
SI. Louis Conservatory, St.
Louis University, Jefferson
Community College and with
the Young Audience Series.

-" -.----- - ' ~

VVednesday, Nov. 18
8 p.m.
UMSL's J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM
students $2 Advance/$2.50 Door
Faculty/Staff $3.50 Advance/$4 Door
General Public $4.50 Advance/$5 Door
Tickets available at U. Center
Inform'a tion Desk
Additional info. - 553-5148/5536

to mononeucleosis or

hepatitis.

PLACEMENT OFFICE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

For their Nov. 16 concert,
the Trio will lay "Quiet
City" by Copland, Concerto
by Hertel, "Solitudes for
Music" by Washburn, "Paragon Rag" by Scott Joplin,
and "A Dingy Slowdown
Rag" by Hoffman.
For more information. call
UMSL Music Department at
553-5980.
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Bellis .c onducts concert
pleasing to large crowd
•
review

Daniel C. Aanakin
There was a warm round of
applause for Warren Bellis as he
walked on stage. And he deserved it. This was an unusually
large crowd for a music department concert and the audience
knew that when Bellis walked on
stage. there was good music in
store.
Bellis led the University Conce rt Band through the paces of
a n exciting conce rt last Sunday
in th e Marillac Edu cation Auditorium. A always . Bellis chose a
good prog r am with a lot of
variety.
The band opened its program
with Giusseppe Verdi's "Overture to Nabucco ." which was
transcribed for band by Lucien
Cailliet. There was some nice
melodic work by the woodwind
section (especially the oboe player. Linda Westerfield) and the
brass section (led by trumpeters
Steve Driskell an d Kurt Schmid)
showed a lot of control on the
long notes of the ope ning pianissimo section .
Th c pr og ram a lso includ e d
.Tam cs Hnnk' s " Sui te for Band"

LIVE PERFORMANCE?: Pianist Robert Guralnik will bring Chopin
to life in the upcoming performance of "Chopin Lives" Nov. 18 in
the J.e. Penney Auditorium [photo courtesy of Bill Fegan
Attractions].

Chopin brought to life by
Guralnik's interpretation
Pianist Robert Guralnik will
present his interpretation of the
life and work of composer Frederic Chopin at UMSL. Nov. 18.
"Chopin Lives. " a program
tentatively including 16 of the
Polish composer's works for solo
piano. will be presented in the
J.Co Penney Auditorium at 8pm.
Advance tickets are $4.50 for the
general public. $3.50 for UMSL
faculty and staff. and $2 for
UMSL students. Tickets are 50
cents higher for each category at
the door.
Guralnik performed in the
conventional concert manner for
more than a decade until he
approached Harold Guskin. a
New York theater director. with'
the idea of augmenting performances of Chopin's music with a
dramatic portrayal of the composer. Since 1974. Guralnik has
toured the United States with his
one-man show.

t ,. c ;aL _ _

__ _ I -

IIButrytults
Art Nut
Just lIfur

Guralnik believes that musicians have to find new ways to
present themselves and their
music. He also has developed
"Tonight: Franz Liszt."
The show is sponsored by the
University Program Board . Tickets can be purchased in advanced at the University Center
Information Desk or at Baton
Music. 6392 Delmar Blvd. For
more information, call 553-5536.

-

the making
of an

ACTRESS
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Cool Valley Pkg. Liquors
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New Game Room
Video & 3D Pinball
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A Bellis band is always a
wc ll -rehea rsed group . and this
gro up is no exception. This fact
rea lly stood out in the Be nnett
pi ece. es p ecia ll y the "Cake
Walk " move ment. The intricate
rhyt hms. the delicate phrasings.
and the extreme dvnamics were
superb.
.
Throughout the evening. the
band's intonation was good and
thc balance was fairly good .
although the large number of
trumpcts and trombones had an
occasional tendency to overpower the rest of the band.
II was an enjoyable evening.
But one would not have expected a nythin g less than a n enjoyable concert on t his evening.
Bellis is not the kind of director
who will walk on stage and not
lead a good concert.

friI . · _.. ' . -.-

Dressed as Chopin might have
been during his heyday in Paris
(1810-1848). Guralnik gives
th e impression of being the
guest of honor at a Parisian
baron's mansion. While playing
mazurkas. waltzes. etudes, nocturnes. and preludes composed
by Chopin. Guralnik speaks as
Chopin might have about his
mu~ic and why he composes, his
formative years in Poland, his
rivalry with Franz Liszt. and
women.

UMSl STUDENT NEeD$ -HElP! Any persons witnessing the
arrest of a man~
. Belj Nor police on July 29 (the day before
'ter)~) at Natural Bridge and Arlmont at
the end of sum
.5pm. UMSL facu ty, Staff and students having unpleasant
experiences with IBel.,.nor police and their unmarked cars also
needed. Call 726-6210 in copfi~.
.
YOUR PRW: . -Y WI . BE·
..

(which was originally written for
guitar and was transcribed for
band by William A. Schaefer),
Frank Erickson's "Richard Rodgers: A Symphonic Portrait."
Russell Alexander's "March
from Tropic to Tropic." and Jim
Curnow's "Collage for Band" (a
collcction of fiv e diffeTe nt miniatures. Th e band al so pla ye d
David Shire ' s " With You I'm
Born Again " (the first of fi ve
contempora ry t un es th at Charles
Hicks . assistant professor of
Music. is arranging for wi nd
grpups). and Robert Russe ll
B (' nllett'~ "Suite of Old American Dal1('e<;. "
The best of these were the
Erickson and the Bennett . Erickson is a composer/ arranger and.
according to Bellis. "He has
taken a collection of music from
a selection of Richard Rodgers
musicals and scored them into a
very nice arrange ment."
And a ve ry good arra ngement
it is. indeed . Th e ba nd itself was
powe rful wh e n nee d be . but
un e qui vo cabl y g r a ce ful even
more often . Th e band' s perform-

ance was equal to the combined
genius of Rodgers and Erickson.
Bennett's "Suite of Old American Dances," which concluded
the program. was his first, and
probably his best. published
work. Bellis said, "Robert Russcll Bennett is a name that is
not very well-known name, but it
is terribl y well-heard. He has
s cored over 300 Broadway
shows . "

the public

FAIRY TALE.
the private

WOMAN ••

.434 Florissant.at .al.~er

at the bottom of the hili
553-500'0

:

'**••••••******************* •• *********"

Features/Arts Editor
Needed!!!
Must have Previous
Writinq Experience.

~SATURDAY,

UMSL's J.C. Penney Auditorium

--~--------~

~------

. 8:15 p.m.

$3 UM Students

$4.50 UM Faculty/Staff
S6 General Public .
.
.Advance tlckefs available at U. Cent.r Info. Desk

For Act_ditionc;tIJofgr_mation Call:
553-5148 or 553-5536

To apply--call Cheryl at 553-517l1.
-

NOVEMBER 21

~----

-

--------------~------
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Friday 13 • "TIle Great Muppet Caper" will
light up the screen at UMSL's Friday
and Saturday Nights at the Movies
with shows at 7:30 and 10pm in 101
Stadler. UMSL students may bring a
guest at the reduced rate of $1.
General Admission is $1.50. Advance
tickets are available at the University
Center I nformation Desk.
• last day to pre-register for the
winter semester.
• Fusion 91, a KWMU Student Staff
Production, will feature the music of
John Klemmer from 11pm-7am.
KWMU is located at 91 on the FM
dial.

Saturday 14
• Gateway Jazz will present Clark
Terry from 11pm-midnight on KWMU.
This Student Staff Production is found
on 91FM.
• Miles Beyond, a KWMU Student
Staff Prod~ction, is featuring Japanese.
Jazz Artists all this month from
midnight-6am. This week's artist is
Terumasa Hino, a jazz trumpeter. At
1am.a new album, "Mellow," by
Herbie Mann, will be played. KWMU
is found on FM 91.
• last two showings of "The Great
Muppet Caper" at 7:30 and 10pm in
101 Stadler. Tickets are available at
the door. Admission is $1 for UMSL
students and $1 .50 for the public.

Sunday IS
• Sunday Magazine will talk with
James Peyton Hopkins, poet, song

the trio include Warren Bellis on
saxophone, Robert Souza on trumpet
and Susan Wells-Souza on piano.
• Neil Primm will give a lecture on
" Chicago-St. Louis Rivalry in the Last
Half of the Nineteenth Century" from
1:1 5-2:45pm in the McDonnell Conference room, 331 SSB. Students are
welcome and r~freshments will be
served.

writer and labor activist from 11 pmmidnight on KWMU, fou~d on 91 FM.
• Hitchhikers Guide Part III will
precede Pipeline on FM 91 from
midnight-12:30am.
• Pipeline will feature the music of
Billy Idol and Generation X from
12:30-6am on KWMU . Pipeline, a
Student Staff Production, is found on
FM91.
• Creative Aging, a KWMU production by retired persons, will explore
the topiCS "What Goes on at the Wolf
Sanctuary?" and "Enjoying Life in
Spite of Your Age" at 7pm on FM 91.
• Kammergild Chamber Orchestra,
conducted by UMSL artist-in-residence
Lazar Gosman, wi II present a concert
at 8pm in the J.C. Penney Auditorium.
General Admission is $8, UMSL students $6. The program will include
Roussel's "Si nfonetta, " Honegger's
"Concerto for Flute and English
Horn ," and Mendelssohn's "Symphony for Strings, No. 9." For more
information call 553-5980.

Tuesday 17

• "Chopin Lives," a theatrical concert
performed by pianist Robert Guralnik
will be performed at 8pm in the J.C:
Penney Auditorium. Admission is $2
in advance and $2.50 at the door for
students, $3.50 in advance and $4 at
the door for faculty and staff and
$4.50 in advance and $5 at th~ door
for the public. Advance tickets are
available at the University Center
Information Desk.

• 1he ~vening College Council is
sponsoring a Koffee Klatch from
5:3(}8:30pm in the third floor lobby of
Lucas Hall. Free coffee and cookies
will be served.
• Snack 'n' Rap, sponsored by the
Women's Center, will discuss the topic
. "Packaging and the Product: How
Does Body Image Influence Who We
Are?" from 12: 15-1 :30pm at 107A
~nton. Bring a lunch and share your
views.

Wednesday 18

Monday 16
~ Video Programs for the coming week
Include " Animal Farm, " "Wide
World of Sports" and '\Rock World "
from 9am-1pm daily except Wednesda~ in the Student Lounge. For
more Information or times call 5535148.
• A ~offee Klatch, sponsored by the
Evening College Council, will serve
free coffee and cookies in the third
floor lobby of Lucas Hall from 5:308:30pm.
• Ars Nova Trio will perform a concert
ranging from baroque to ragtime at
8pm in the Education Auditorium
Marillac campus, 7900 Natural Bridg~
Road. Admission is free. Members of

• Alan Trachtenberg, associate professor of American studies at Yale
University, will speak on "The Art of
Document: Vision and Form in Walker
Evans American Photographs" in J.C.
Penney at noon. Admission is free.
• Women's Center will present a
workshop on weight training for w0men from 1-2pm in 107A Benton. Jean
Cavender will introduce the basics of
~his increasingly popular way to stay
In shape.
.• Tristana, a Spanish movie with
English subtitles, will be shown at
1-3pm and 7:30-9:30pm in 101 Stadler.
Admission is free.
• Last Day to drop a course or
withdraw from school.

• "Artists On View" will present two
part-time faculty from the UMSL art
de~rtment creating and displaying
their work from 9am-1pm in the
~niversit~ Center Lobby. Zuleyka Benitez, artist, and painter Mark Weber
will be featured.
• Wednesday Noon Live ~ill present a
concert by "Spontaneous Combustion"
from 9am-1pm in the University Center Student Lounge.

Thursday 19
•. Trist~na, a 95-minute color Spanish
film With English subtitles, will be
shown at 1pm in the J.C. Penney
Auditorium. Admission is free.
.

Typing

a
PUT YOUR KEY
RESUME FACTS IN
FRONT OF 3,000 +
ST. LOUIS EMPLOYERS,
FOR LESS THAN 1/2 c EACH!
• Expand Your Job Opportunities!
• Increase Job Selection Possibilities!
• Act Now!
Send the following information and $15.00,
no other costs!
(1) Your Name (5) College & Graduation Date
(2) Address
(6) Position Desired
(3) Phone
(7) Brief Work History
(4) Degree
Listings received from this ad will be included in the
February, 1982 Employers Directory - - - Act Now - - Names will be listed in order received!!

i\egistry
PLACEMENT OFFICE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

P.O. Box 28805
St. Louis, MO
63123

Problem?
Why Not Use the
u. Center's Typing
Service?
nable Rate8~.

,
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sports
Rivermen lose to St. Louis U.; finish at 12-4
RonnT1pton
The UMSL Mens' Soccer team
finished their regular season
wit h a 3-1 loss to their arch
rival. the St. Louis University
Billikens. in the annual St. Louis
cup game. The loss was the
~ixth in a row to SLU. who has
hcaten the Rivermen more times
than any other team in UMSL
hi~tory except Quincy College.
SLU raised their series record
with UMSL to 10-2-2.
The game was fairly well
dl'minated by SLU. especially
earl~' in the first half. Head
('I'ach Don Dallas stated. "They
dominated the game for the first
25 minutes of the first half, but
rnr the last 20 we played them
pretty even."
SLU scored first. on a goal by
their leading scorer John Hayes.
Th!' goal came at 25:26 in the
fir~t half and was assisted by
Dan Fernandez.
The Billikens next scored at
51:4] whcn Jim Kavanaugh
pa~sed to John Hayes who
~c(\fcd his second goal of the
night. The play resulted after a
Billiken shot hit the crossbar of
the Rivermen goal. Hayes has
n"w ~cored two or more goals in
a game six times this season.
The SLU nemesis continued at
R4:21 when the Billikens' Dan
Wea\er ~cored his first goal of
the ~eason to put the Bi11ikens
lip .1-0. His goal was unassisted.
After the Billikens third and
final goal. everything looked like
SLU'~ goalie Pat Baker would
get his sixth shut-out of the
~eason. However. on a goal kick,
Baker set the ball on the ground
in~tead of drop kicking it.
When he went to kick the ball,
he had found that UMSL's Pat
McVey already had stolen it and
was rea'dy to take a shot on goal.
The shot was good. breaking the
~hut-out and giving the Rivermen their only goal of the night,
onl~' 29 seconds after Weaver
had scored for SLU.

Men's Division II Ranklngs
1. California State-LA
2. Tampa
3. Cheyney State
4. UMSl
5. S. Connecticut
6. Seattle-Pacific
7. West Virginia Wesleyan
8. Chico State (tie)
8. lock Haven (tie)
10. Hartford

When asked about the teams'
inahility to score. Dallas replied,
"Man for man. they beat us.
We just played a superior team,
that's -all. When you playa team
a~ g(lod as they are. you're not
going to score a lot of goals
ngninst them."
SLU has proven themselves
hnrd to beat. though. Especially
at home. They are 6-0-2 at home
and have outscored their opponent., 17-5 at Francis Field.
They hnve played six games in
nvertime and have won four of
thell1. They beat SJU-Edwardsville and Quincy. both teams the
Rivermen lost to.
The Rivermen could have pulled off a victory. but they failed
tl' score. just like they have been
doing the past few games. "I
really don't think that we are
made up to be a high scoring
"utfit. but besides that, when
vou play somebody like SLU.
\'ou only get four or five chances
tl' seMe so you try to scrap for
the goals."
The Rivermen had their
ehnnces for the goals. but Dave
Houlihan and Scott Moser had
tWl' great chances they couldn't
cl'nncct on. The first was a blast
tl'wards the goal. but Baker
~topped the rocket. On the
.,ccond chance. Moser had an
I'pen net. but the shot was low
and Baker was able to bearly
grah the ball for the save.
Of course SLU also had their
chances that they couldn't capitalize on. One SLU player had a

UMSL gains No.2
seed in regionals
The UMSL men's soccer
team has received the No. 2
seed in the Midwest-Mideast
regional playoffs and will
meet an opponent yet to be
determined in the regional
championship game.
The Rivermen will face the
No. 1 seeded team, either
Lock Haven or Cheyney St.,
next weekend to determine
which team will represent the
Midwest-Mideast region in
the final four national tournament.
Lock Haven and Cheyney
St. squared off yesterday for
the Pennsylvania State championship and the No. 1 seed
in the playoffs.
UMSL will have to play on
the road only' if Lock Haven
wins, because Cheyney St.
has decided it will not play at
home. If Cheyney St. wins,
the game will probably be
played here next Saturday,
Nov. 21.

"They're
both
good
teams." said UMSL coach
Don Dallas. "It really doesn't
matter who we play because
we have to beat the best
teams in the nation anyway."
UMSL played Lock Haven.
in the regional championship
game last year and lost 2-1.
The Bald Eagles went on to
capture the Division n national championship.
This marks the 10th consecutive year UMSL has advanced to post-season play
and the fourth straight year
the Rivermen have been in
the regional championship
game. The last time UMSL
went to the final four national
tournament was in 1976,
when it finished fourth.
"We're happy to be in the
playoffs again," said Dallas.
"It doesn't matter that we
didn't get the No. 1 seed,
either. We're in the playoffs
and that's all that matters."

'h reakaway about 31 minutes into
the game but failed to score due
tn a brilliant sliding tackle by
Rivermen back Gary Phelps.
Another chance was taken
nwav bv midback Tony Pusateri
whl" c1e'ared the ball when it was
dnngcrnulsy near the goal mouth
while UMSL goalie Ken Bayless
wn~ recovering from a save he
had just made.
In' between all of the actio!!,
the main pastime of the play
er referccs. and press photo- '

graphers was falling down. This
\\'a~ due to the extremely wet
and muddy condition of the
field. Players were falling left
and right. but coach Dallas
thought it didn't interfere with
the game too much. "It happened tl' both teams. so we just had
tn get used to it."
The game wasn't too rough
hecause of this either. Both
teams committed fouls. but not a
~ingle yellow card was issued
dllring the contest.

The Rivermens' record dropped tn 12-4 while SLU's raised
tn 11-2-4. To make matters
\\,nr~e. the kickers dropped in
the national rankings for the
~ee"nd week in a row. They are
nnw rnmth in the nation behind
Cnl. State-L.A .. Tampa. and
Che~'ncy State.
Dalla., has been sa-ying all
long that the rankings
c1"n't really count. the playoffs
~ea.,nn

0'\.

SANDWICHED: UMSl's O:ive Houlihan attempts to move his way pcm St. louis U.'s John Hayes in
Tuesday's game at Francis Field. Behind Houlihan is Bill McKeon [photo by Sharon Kubatzky).

Soccer seniors bid farewell;
look forward to· future goals
Jim Schnurbusch

In most sporting events, the
last game of any players career
is one that holds many reflections of the seasons past. Three .
members of the soccer Rivermen
are experiencing their last moments as members of a college
soccer team. Mike Bess, Pat
McVey and Tim Murphy all
played their last regular season
soccer game in a Rivermen
uniform last Tuesday night.
But rather than looking back,
the threesome is looking ahead
to what the future holds for each
of them.
The immediate future holds
NCAA playoff competition; beyond that, their careers are a
mystery ..
Both Bess and Murphy are
finishing their fourth year _as
members of the Rivermen squad
-a fourth year that will go
down in the record books of
UMSL intercollegiate athletics.
Bess, a forward, has scored
more goals-21-in his career at
UMSL than any other player,
including All-American Dan Musenfechter.
Murphy on the other hand, is
a mid-fielder who has set
UMSL's season and career assists mark with 11 and 14
respectively.
McVey came to UMSL two
years ago via St. Louis Community College at Florissant
Valley. Splitting his time as a
mid-fielder and forward, he has
contributed to the team with his
leadershi

"Pat McVey has great leadership abilities and he has really
blended in," said Rivermen
coach Don Dallas.
Feelings among these three
players were optimistic going
into last Tuesday night's game
against St. Louis University. Not
only were they optimistic in
terms of the competition, but
they had a tone of achieved
optimism because of the mere
fact this would be the last
regular season game each of
these three would be playing.
';Pl~ying
is a great way to
eno a career," explained Bess.
"I wanted to beat them at least
once."
McVey would like to keep
playing for the Rivermen this
year until they reach the final
victory-the National Championship. "Last year couldn't have
been bet.ter except for the National Championship. This year,
1 feel we have a good chance at
making it although we were
skeptical at the beginning of the
year."
Murphy looks back and puts
the last game against SLU into
perspective. "It went by so fast.
I remember my first game at
UMSL was against SLU and now
my last game was against SLU. I
wish we would beat them."
Soccer has been a way of life
with Bess. Murphy and McVey.
Bess began playing in grade
school as did McVey. Murphy
began playing before grade
school when he was only four
years old.
"My dad started a team and I
started playing," said Murphy.
"I continued into kindergarten
and then
..

siu

The obvious jump from grade
school to high school was easy
enough for both McVey and
Bess. but for Murphy , his soccer
career was sidelined for a year.
"When I was a freshmen at
DuBourg. 1 didn't make the
freshmen team-I got cut."
According to Murphy, the
reason he got cut from the team
is because of one mistake he
made in practice, a mistake that
he said has made him work
harder at soccer.
Bess was a teammate of
Murphy's at DuBourg. There,
they were members of the
Co-State Champion high school
soccer team.
According to Dallas, both Bess
and Murphy are players that
everyone would like to have on
. their team.
"They are good friends both
on and off the field," explained
Dallas. "They both played on
the Kulis Collegiate team every
winter which meant a lot to their
game. You just won't find two
better boys."
Besides the love for the game,
it takes something special to
keep playing soccer competitively for nearly 20 years.
McVey and Murphy echoed
the same sentiments about their
longevity in soccer.
"People. Everyone I've played
with has been great," said
McVey.
Murphy too feels thankful for
the bonds he has tied through
soccer. "The friends and people
are the most important part. It's
not whether you win or lose."

See "Seniors," page 15
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Women spikers
conclude season
Jim Schnurbusch
The women's volleyball season
came to a close last weekend as
they lost three hard fought
matches in the post-season tournament at Central Missouri
State University in Warrensburg. MO .
The spikers opened play against the two teams in their
pool. Northwest Missouri State,
a team who brought an astounding 43-10 record into the tourney. and Central Missouri State
University. the ultimate winners
of the tourney.
Coach Cindy Rech felt that
being placed in the same pool
with these two powerhouse
teams could have worked to her
team's advantage if things went
right. Things didn't go right.
The women put their .500
record up against NEMO in their
first game last Friday night.
Although the women played
well. they couldn't overcome the
team from Maryville and lost in
two games. 14-16 and 11-15.
The team's next opponent was
CMS. a team that UMSL had
beaten earlier in the season.
CMS. powered by a strong
serving game, beat the Riverwomen in straight games, 3-15
and 12-15.
Up to this point in the tournamen t. the spikers were ' still
somewhat optimistic about the
rest of the tourney.
"By losing those two matches,
it put us third in our pool." said
Rech.
But in the other pool. where
Southeast Missouri State. Northeast Missouri State and HarrisStowe were playing, things
turned for the worse for the
Riverwomen.

··•• A·.••

The favored NEMO team lost
to SEMO. a team that UMSL
had handled earlier in the season and hopefully would get a
chance to handle in the postseason tourney.
Unfortunately for the women,
SEMO upset NEMO 'and won
th e pool. forcing the Riverwomen to play NEMO, a team
that had a mysterious mastery
over the UMSL spikers all year.
In fact. five of the 15 regular
season losses came at the hands
of the team from Kirksville.
"We knew what we had to do
against them," explained Rech,
referring to their match against
NEMO. The squad played tough
throughout the match. winning
the first game 15-4. losing the
second game 6-15 and finally,
losing the third 11-15. Rech
points out that the third game
was a neck and neck affair.
"We played tough the whole
match. But in the third game,
the score bounced from 9-9,
10- to until they finally won the
last points for the match."
One bright spot in the women's trip to Warrensburg is
that two players from the UMSL
squad were selected to the
tournament's AII.Star team. The
two UMSL spikers named were
Sue Drurrer and Janet Taylor.
"I am extremely pleased
about them getting' picked for
the team." explained Rech.
"They both played well."
Now that the season is over,
Rech must look forward to next
year. With only one seriior on
this year's' team, the women
should strengthen their squad by
another year of experience play- '
ing together and the addition of
new members from both the
junior college and high school
level.
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In the past few years. the professional sports
scene has been stricken by an epidemic of
chickens. birds and fanatics who are paid by
certain organizations to stir up enthusiasm
amidst the home crowd. As ridiculous as it
sounds. it often works.
But in college athletics, a team mascot as
outrageous as those seen in the pros is almost
non-existent. And with the exception of a visit
this fall by "BudBird" during the UMSL
Budweiser soccer tournaments' J UMSL has
never had a wild "mascot" or "superfan" to
speak of.
Unknown to most people, though, UMSL
really does have a superfan. His name is Angus
Smoke. a 43-year old custodian at UMSL. And
watching sports. not mopping floors, is his
main interest.
"I love sports." he said as he watched a
recent UMSL women's soccer game. "I've been
a fan of UMSL sports, especially soccer, ever
since I've been here."
Smoke. who has worked at UMSL for 10 years.
i<; an American Indian of the Mohawk tribe,
and has always been an active participant in
athletic activities.
"Sports has always been the most interesting
thing in my life," he said. "When I was
younger. athletics was important to me because
it kept me part of a group. It also helped me to
get recognized and accepted by others."
Smoke was a pretty fair athlete at one time.
He attended Haskell Indian Institute in Lawrence. Kan. from 1953 to 1957 and was an
all-conference football player. A sprinter in
high school. Smoke was once timed at 10.2
seconds in the lOO-yard dash.
Another sport Smoke participated in during
his high school days was basketball. But
ironically. the one sport he never got a chance
to play is soccer.
"I didn't see soccer until I came to St.
Louis." he said. "When I first saw a soccer
game. I saw some of the things that applied to
basketball. It really caught my fancy, especially
since St. Louis is a soccer city."

Even if the games are boring, Smoke still
enjoys himself. He almost always attends at
UMSL soccer game accompanied by his radio,
and then watches the game while he listens to
the world series, or a Mizzou football game, or
a Blues hockey game or ...

.k achao's
koraer

Since then. Smoke's infatuation with soccer
has become stronger. He has season tickets at
Southern Illinois University-Edwarsville and
seldom missed a major soccer game in the St.
Louis area.
Although he supports other teams and
schools. Smoke still has a warm spot in his
heart for UMSL. In the last decade, he has only
missed about two home UMSL soccer games.
"I'm almost always here," he said. "I'm not
the rah-rah type of fan. but I do get involved in
the games."

"I love all sports," said Smoke. "When I
come to an UMSL game with my radio, I've got
my mind on both games. I still enjoy both of
them. though."
To say Smoke is a diehard UMSL fan would
be like saying Jim Hanifan is a' frustrated
football coach. Once, when the UMSL soccer
team travelled to Colorado last year for a
couple of games, Smoke showed up to cheer
the Rivermen on to victory.
"My mother was in Colorado Springs at the
time and I wanted to visit her," explained
Smoke. "So. I drove up there to see her and
watch UMSL play."
Smoke took a special interest in last year's
team. He felt it was as good a team as UMSL
has put on the field in its history, including the
1973 team that captured the NCAA Division II
national championship.
"I thought for sure they would go all the
way." said Smoke. "I had made plans at the
beginning of the season to go to Miami and '
watch them play in the national tournament.
Unfortunately. they didn't make it."
UMSL lost in the championship game of the
Midwest-Mideast regional tournament in 1980
to Lock Haven 2-1. The Rivermen will be in the
regional title game again this year and Smoke
thinks they have a chance to go pretty far.
"They have a good team," he said. "The
Eastern Illinois game (a 1-0 loss against the
nation's fifth-rated team). convinced me that
they're pretty good."
The only negative aspect of coming to watch
UMSL sports for Smoke is the lack of student
support.
. "I realize UMSL is a non-residential campus." he said. "But I'm still sorry to see so
few people attend the games."
Perhaps if UMSL had a few more fans like
Angus Smoke. apathy would not be a problem.
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There isn/t an .UMSL chicken,
but there is an Angus Smoke
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- David Ebrenstein,
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THINK YOU'RE
PREGNANT?

'-PIZZA INN '·'

WILL IT BE A PROBLEM?
.
WE CAN HELP...

Catbl (I Karl want
't o see YOU!
~~.~:30.m

$3.29

All you can Eat.

a.e.,s .•lo~l..aDt

Call BIRTHRIGHT
for FREE confidential
testing and assistance

962-5300

227-2266

1750 S. Brentwood 124 Manchester Rd ,
Sf. louis, MO 63144 Ballwin. MO 63011

447-9300
1125 Cave Sprin!ls Estates Dr.
.~t. Charles. MO 63301 (Open Dec. 7, 1981 \

CLARK'S TOO
Happy Hour
Mon- Thur 8l. Fri
4pm-7pm Noon7pm

Ladies Night I

Tues 8l. Thur i
8pm-llpm

Pitcher
$2.50
Busch Bottle 15.

B~ng in your ~SU~NCE~
~EeAIR ESTIMATE

For $1.00 Cover
Bar 8l Draft
FREE to llpm
llpm.. lpm
Draft 45~
Bar
10.

10~
Bar Drinks
Call Drinl\s $1.00

SPECIAUZING..IN:
• PAINTING
• FENDER STRAIGHTENING
• RUST REPAIR ' '

Sat

Manager Special
AllDay
1 mile west on Natural Bridge:

WE PAY
FO\llMOST $50 or 5100'
~ DEDUcri'BLES .We will work with you on the
dents and damage to Illakel
-your ~ar look like ~ew.
-A- . . . . .

-
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Free towing If we do the wo~
'
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Mon.-FrI. 8:5:30, Sat. 9-12
.18974 St.
Charles RoCk
Rd.
-' - - - - - :r P~o!le 429-79991
~ ~-
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GRADUATING: The three members of the UMSL Rivermen soo::er team that will be ending their collegiate careers. From left to right: Mike Bess, TIm Murphy ·and Pat M:;Vey.
All three are hopeful about the upcoming post-season play in which UMSL has been given the second seed [photos by Sharon Kubatzky].

Dominic Barczewski: Riverman turned Cosmo
Jeff Kuchno
The status of American players in the North American
Soccer League has been a major
controversy in sports the past
few years. Former UMSL standout
centerback
Dominic
Barczewski had a chance to
ga ther some first-hand knowledge about the problem over
the summer.
Barczewski. a two-time AllAmerican and four-time Ali-Midwest selection at UMSL. was
drafted by the New York Cosmos
last winter and invited to their
trynut camp in the Bahamas. He
made the team. but saw action
in onl~' one game during the
regular season.
"It was frustrating not getting
a chance to play. but , can
understand it," he said. "The
Cosmos have a lot of talent,
maybe too much talent."
Barczewski cited the cases of
Dave Brcic, a former Ali-American goalkeeper at St. Louis U.,
and Larry Hulcer, another St.
Louis U. alumnus. Both players
rode the bench all season.
"Brcic is one of the best
:young American goalkeepers in
'the game and Larry [Hulcerj is
·one of the best American players
in the league ," said Barczewski.
"Their talent is being wasted."

"The Cosmos have
a lot of ta lent,
maybe too much
talent. "
-Dominic
Barczewski
Hennes Weisweiller, the Cosmos coach, has been criticized
for his refusal to play certain
American players , but Barczewski believes Weisweiller would
give the Americans a chance if
he could.
"He's not anti-American,"
said Barczewski. "He just likes
to go with a set lineup every
game. He doesn't think much
about substituting."
Barczewski played an entire
exhibition game in Vancouver
,and then saw about 15 to 20
minutes of playing time during a
,regular season match against
[tulsa when the starting centerback, Jeff Durgan, was injured

a ~d had to leave.

Barczewski was introduced to
was in awe of them for a couple
world-renowned players like
days.
Gorgio Chinaglia and Johan
"But after a while 1 realized
Neeskens. He'll never forget the
they are regular people just like
feeling he got after meeting
everybody else," he added.
soccer's superstars .
"We had 25 guys on the team
"I didn't have time
and you can only dress IS,"
explained Barczewski. "It's hard
to think about being
to learn when you don't get in
in the Bahamas. I
the games."
But despite the frustration of
was just concerned
watching instead of playing,
Barczewski admitted many of his
about making the
experiences last year are worth
remembering.
Cosmos. "
For instance. Barczewski recalls the three weeks of grueling
-Dominic
conditioning in the Bahamas and
Barczewski
then being told he made the
team .
"Gnrgio isn't stuck up like some' .
"We worked out three times a
people think he is. He's a really
day and I was so tired that at
nice guy."
night I wanted to go to bed," he
said. '" didn't have time to
think about being in the Bahamas. 1 was just concerned about
making the Cosmos."
"I couldn't believe 1 was on.
the same team with these
guys," he said . "They are
,simply phenomenal players and I '

With those two exceptions,
Barczewski spent most of his
time on game day in the press
box. where he was joined by
.Hulcer and several other teammates.
And ·then. a few days later,

HEADS UP: Dominic Barczewski shows the form that made
him an All-American at UMSL.

FREE! .:::~~.

Barczewski said one of the
hardest things to do was getting
up mentally ·to go against a
Chinaglia or Neeskens in prac·
tice-and hold his own.
'" have to try to do my best
against them in practice," he
said. "If 1 think about how great
the guy is. I'm in trouble. I just
have to concentrate on what I
have to do."
Barczewski. who has one year
remaining on his contract. plans.
tn see how things go next year
before making a decision about
his future . He would like to stay
with the Cosmos. but...
"If I see I have no chance of
getting some playing time. I'll
try to go somewhere else."
said Barczewski. "No matter
what you do in practice. you
need game situations to learn
and improve."

"Pilot The ·~ ~
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SUN COMPUTER
DIAGNOSTIC CHECK
BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY-

CALL

427-5900

TECHCO CAR CENTER

OFFER EXPIRES
8907 NATURAL BRIDGE
NOV . 27.1981
BEL ACRES SHOPPING CENTER

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends .
• low hourly cost. Dedicated full·
time staff .
• Complete TEST-n·TAPES"facilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

• Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by research·
ers expert in their fIeld.
• Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our
over 85 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO· MAT· PCAT· OCAT· VAT· TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE ~ ECFMG • FLEX • NOB· NLE

'-H. 8420 Delmar, Suite 301
MPIJIN University City, Mo. 63124

~-+:.. ~nlt,

Call Days, Eve s & Weekends

~

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREI'MImON
SPECWJSTS SIoICE 1938

.

(314) 997·7791
For Information About Other Centers
Outside NY Stale

CALL TOLL FRH:

800-223-1

"Irs olmos! criminal how people go for my Pilot Fineliner. Why? lis
fine point writes "'rough carbonS. And Piiol charges only 7g e for if.
People gel !heir hands on it and forget it's my pen.
I got !!Q pen. And no respect!
People go nuls over my Pilot Razor
Point 100. II writes with on extra
.fine line. lis metal coIlor helps
keep !he point from .
going squish.
For only Sg e !hey
should buy "'eir
own pen-and show
some respect for my properly."
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Pikes continue mastery
Intramurals currently are providing UMSL students with a
variety of sports activities .
Nine-man soccer. hoc-soc and
the recent conclusion of the
volleyball season has brought
many and to participate in the
sec(~nd phase of intramurals.
The first phase included football
and the three-mile run.
This past week's action included the start of three on
three basketball and hoc soc.
The winners of the three on
three basketball action included
the Baseball Rivermen beating
the PS team. Papal Bulls over
the Pikes, Sig Pi defeating the
Bucketcers, the Flyers over the
Chaunks a nd finally, Smotherson
& Co. beating the Nobody's.
In nine- ma n soccer. the Deans
cont inu ed to blaze the field with
a 3-0 victory over Cook'en. The
Dea ns are now boasting a perfect 3-0 record . The y have
scored seven goals and haven't
allowed one.
Tn other nine-man action,
Studservice defeated the Pikes,
1-0 .
Tn Hoc Soc action, which
began last Wednesday, it was
Sig Tau over TKE 2-1 and Sig Pi
over the Pikes, 2-0. ROTC
defeated the Clash through a
forfeit and Phi Zappa Krappa
beat PEK 2-0.
In Hoc Soc action on Monday,
the Flippers beat the Headliners
in a very tough match with a
late goal in the second half of
play. The Headliners played
nearly the entire game with only
four people. The Hoosiers beat
the Oates and Oatlettes 4-0,
Beta Alpha Psi defeated the
Racquetball Club by a forfeit
and the Papal Bulls blitzed the
Krazy Kickers, 4-0.

j'n tramaral
report
Intramural Hoc Soc is broken
up into four divisions-red,
gold. blue and green .
Making up the Red division are
the TKE's. Sig Tau, Pikes and
Sig Pi. The Blue division has the
Headliners. Flippers, Hoosiers
and Oates and Oatettes.

Pikes player Bruce Short describes his team's road to the
champ ionsh ip : "Our toughest
mat ches were in the playoffs. In
·the quarterfinal, we had to play
the Tennis Team which was a
very tough match. Then, in the
semi-fina l ga me. we played The
Alli a nc e. They, too . were a
tough team."
They may have been tough,
but the Pikes were apparently
tougher. They got by the Tennis
Team 8-15 .15-11 and 15-8. They
defeated The Alliance with
scores of 8-15, 15-13 and 15-6.

In the Gold divi sion the four
tcams are the Racquetball Club,
Bcta Alpha Psi, Krazy Kickers ,
and Papal Bulls. Finally, the
Green division consists of the
ROTC team, PEK. The Clash
and Phi Zappa Krappa .

LeSabre got to the finals by
beating Oates and Oatettes 15-7,
4-15 and 15-9. They then advanced to the semi-final game
against the Racquetball Club.
They beat them convincingly
with scores of 15-4 and 15-10.

Last week. the volleyball final
was played in the Mark Twain
Sports Complex. the match saw
the Pikes #1 team facing the
LeSabre team.

The Pikes, who also won the
football championship, are not
faring as well in hoc soc and
soccer. But, it is of no concern
to Short who said, •'Our championships for this semester
might be over, we'll give some
()f the other teams a chance to
win."

The Pikes #1 team swept by
the LeSabre team with scores of
15-2. 15-6.

NETTED UP: Recent action in a volleyball intramural game shows
some' intense play at the net. The Pikes #1 team played more intense
than anyone else as they won the intramural volleyball championship
by defeating the LeSabre team [Photo by John Kropf].

Seniors
from page 12
The UMSL assist leader said
that his father was instrumental
in helping him establish his
attitudes about soccer. "He
never stressed winning. "
This year's squad has an
unusual sense of closeness according to Dallas and his players. "Everyone is very close and

everyone wants to have a good
time playing soccer," said Dallas.
Bess feels that this year's
team is made up of a " Great
bunch of guys and coaches."

Would there have been another
school reaping the benefits of
these fine players if it hadn't
been UMSL? Probably not, according to the players.

For the past two years, UMSL
soccer fans have been blessed
with the presence of Pat McVey.
For the past four years, UMSL
soccer fans have watched Mike
Bess and Tim Murphy mature.

" Harry Keough (head coach
at SLU) is my neighbor," explained Murphy. "But when I
was in high school, Dallas approached me right away. 1 knew
some of the players so I went to
UMSL."

ENJOY A HERTZ
FOR THANKSGIVING.

"The budget doesn't matter
though when you're on the field.
UMSL is as strong as everyone . "
Bess. Murph y and McVey
have to begin to think about
their futures.
Murphy was drafted in the
third round of the Major Indoor
Soccer League's draft a few
weeks ago by the St. Louis
Steamers. He knows what his
immediate future holds for him.
Bess and McVey however, will
have to go knock on doors if
they don't get picked up in the ".
upcoming North American Soccer League draft.

10 DAYS
ONLY

UNLIMITED
MILEAGE

Subcompact manual-transmission car

FOR RESERVATIONS,
CALL:

314/426-7555

McVey has no regrets at all in
coming to UMSL. "I know that I
"'''\lId have to work hard."
As for Bess, he feels that all
the budget cutbacks in athletics
at schools such as SLU has made
UMSL that much more worth his
while. "They are cutting back on
sports at SLU and SID-E. Here,
the budget is low but it is put to
good use." Bess indicated that
the erecting of the lights on the
soccer field was one example of
making the budget effective.

ONLY $79
FOR 5 DAYS.
$15.99 PER

DAY.

"I'm not wo~ried about outdoor soccer," explained Bess. "I
like indoor better. I am planning
on walking on somewhere, maybe Kansas City or Memphis."
McVey said he may give
soccer a shot. "I didn't expect to
get drafted. If I walk on anywhere, it wi1J be with the
Steamers . "
As for now, these players are
looking forward to walking on
the field to play for the NCAA
Division II championship.

Larger cars available
at higher rates.
This year, forget the homeward-bound hassle ... and hustle down to Hertz. We'll put you on the road in style at a rate
that's hard to beat. Just $159 for ten full days with unlimited mileage for a manual-transmission subcompact car. If you are
18 or older, have a major credit card, and a valid driver's license, that's all you need. Tell us what size car you would like,
and we 'll have it ready for you starting November 20. So call now for reservations and let Hertz make Thanksgiving a
happier holiday.
Rates are not discountable. Gasoline. applicable taxes. optional ColliSion Damage Waiver and Personal ACCident Insurance are not Included. No charge for mileage . All
cars subject to availability. Cars must be returned to the renting location no later than November 30. 1981 or higher published Hertz Daily Standard Unlimited Mileage
Rates Will apply to the entire rental period, and a drop charge Will also apply. Ask for complete details.

Bess, Murphy and McVey
have all fought hard to get to
this point in their careers-a
fitting end would be a national
championship.

-
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HERTZ RENTS FORDS AND OTHER FINE CARS
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Think you know your nurds, huh? Well,
prove it, preppie! Find the nurd in the
above picture and earn a 25 percent
discount on any fall or winter jacket
purchased at the Anheuser-Busch Gift
Shop during November. That's 25 percent
. off the price of any of our high-fashion
windbreakers, quilted vests, hooded
jackets - each emblazoned with the
proud colors of Budweiser~ Michelob~
Busch~· Natural Light~ Michelob Light®
or Wurzburger Hofbrau~
Just fill in the coupon with the
appropriate nurd identification number.
Take the coupon to the Anheuser-Busch
Gift Shop, Broadway and Pestalozzi
Street, and claim your 25 percent .
discount. Only correct nord identifications
will be honore,d, of course.

r -- -A::u=.B:c'l0n7.:'SlL=~s=ri - - ,

NURD-HUNT COUPON!

I

While you're with us, take a complimentary
tour of our world-famous AnheuserBusch brewery. Watch us brew the beers
that take the national championship
every year! Visit the home of the .
magnificent Clydesdales! Sample the
world's finest family of beers in our
Hospitality Room! And browse among
hundreds of beer-branded items in the
Gift Shop, including T-shirts, taphandles,
beer mugs, caps, Frisbees and, of course,
a wide variety of Anheuser-Busch jackets
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and coats.

; take advantage of the Great Noyember
I Nurd Hunt at the Anheuser-Busch
I Gift Shop!
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